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The universal allure 
of quality
Shinnoki is Decospan’s recognition of the magnificence of trees and 
the natural world. Each panel is a homage to wood and craftsmanship, 
combining tradition, modern technology, and attention to detail. It is nature 
at its finest. 

We only use premium timber from sustainable forests, out of which our 
master craftsmen have the first pick, guaranteeing you the most exclusive 
aesthetic for your interior. After careful selection, they seamlessly joint the 
bundles, resulting in a uniquely curated sheet.

Whether you are using wood as the star of your interior, or as a timeless 
backdrop to complement your furniture and accessories, our wide selection 
of veneers and looks ensures that there is a Shinnoki for you.

Wherever you live and whatever your style,  
Shinnoki is a testament to the highest quality of craftsmanship.
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Easy to work with, 
a pleasure to live with
Shinnoki wood veneer panels showcase the classic charm of wood while 
utilizing the liveability of veneer. Expertly crafted using our mixmatch 
technique to guarantee a beautiful and harmonious surface, these ready-
to-use panels are the perfect choice for distinguished interiors that demand 
the best in quality and craftsmanship.

The range includes matching panels, veneers and edge banding, so you 
have a complete solution for your project.

Every look across the range has a mat surface and is ideal for a wide 
variety of applications, bringing bespoke style to any room.

The surfaces are treated to withstand scratches and water damage without 
compromising on the feeling of real wood, for timeless appeal long into the 
future.
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The advantages of Shinnoki

SCRATCH RESISTANT 
Our panels are as sturdy as they are 
stylish. Our best-in-class finish is the 
result of a six-layer varnishing process 
that provides our ultimate protection 
against micro scratches without 
compromising on touch, color, and look.

THE FINISHING TOUCH
Optimized, state of the art techniques 
deliver a soft-touch, and deeper brushed 
wood experience, making Shinnoki the 
softest wood on the market. Our new, 
super mat finish amplifies the beauty 
and warmth of solid wood, while deep 
brushing enhances the authentic texture 
of each grain. 

Your interior has never been  
closer to nature.

PREMIUM 
CRAFTSMANSHIP
Our artisanal manufacturing process 
employs a unique mixmatch technology, 
enabling our craftsmen to create a 
harmonious surface out of choice cuts of 
veneer, without compromising on quality. 
Shinnoki timber is sourced from FSC®-
certified sustainable forests.

PROTECTION 
AGAINST SPILLS 
Extensive research and development 
has led to enhanced protection against 
liquids, making Shinnoki panels a go-to 
option for horizontal use*. Our advanced 
finishing technology penetrates the 
pores of every Shinnoki panel, insuring 
protection against drips and spills.

* Horizontal use is not recommended  
 for kitchen and bathroom surfaces.

WHAT YOU SEE IS  
WHAT YOU GET
Prefinished surfaces and a readily 
available range of panels, veneers and 
edge banding make Shinnoki a practical 
vision for your interior. Some designs  
can be combined with Parky Floors or  
Astrata Slats and Coustics, providing a 
consistent wood solution for your desired 
project. 

Simply put, Shinnoki brings 
out the best in wood.

A LOOK FOR  
EVERY TASTE 
Shinnoki offers a curated collection of 
contemporary, classic tones that will 
effortlessly fit any palette or style that 
your project requires.
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Discover our collection
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Bondi Oak Milk Oak Pebble Triba

Washed Stone

Bright, classic tones that illuminate a room while 
conveying a peaceful sense of delicate softness.
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Emerge yourself in our digital sample experience

BONDI OAK

Washed Stone

Floor: Parky Deluxe+ Ivory Oak Premium
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MILK OAK

Washed Stone

Emerge yourself in our digital sample experience
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PEBBLE TRIBA

Washed Stone

Emerge yourself in our digital sample experience
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Ivory Oak Ivory Infinite Oak Natural Oak

A palette of unassuming neutrals that showcase  
the multifaceted magnificence of the natural world.

Pure Naturals
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IVORY OAK

Pure Naturals

Emerge yourself in our digital sample experience
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IVORY INFINITE OAK

Pure Naturals

Emerge yourself in our digital sample experience
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NATURAL OAK

Pure Naturals

Emerge yourself in our digital sample experience
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Frozen Walnut Manhattan Oak Desert Oak

Warm Suede

Soft and comforting hues with rich 
underlying warmth that effortlessly accents 

earthy and bold furniture choices alike.
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FROZEN WALNUT

Warm Suede

Emerge yourself in our digital sample experience
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MANHATTAN OAK

Warm Suede

Emerge yourself in our digital sample experience

Floor: Parky Swing European Oak
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DESERT OAK

Warm Suede

Emerge yourself in our digital sample experience

Slats: Astrata Slats Desert Oak
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Sahara Oak Terra Sapele Cinnamon Triba

Defiant earth tones that ignite the senses, 
adding richness and refined drama to any space.

Raw Earth
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SAHARA OAK

Raw Earth

Emerge yourself in our digital sample experience
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TERRA SAPELE

Raw Earth

Emerge yourself in our digital sample experience
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CINNAMON TRIBA

Raw Earth

Emerge yourself in our digital sample experience

Floor: The Twelve Florence
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Smoked Walnut Pure Walnut Shadow Eucalyptus

Charming and seductive, these warm browns 
 are deep, charismatic and convey all the 

character of luxury leather.

Sultry Browns
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SMOKED WALNUT

Sultry Browns

Emerge yourself in our digital sample experience

Ceiling: Woodcoustics
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PURE WALNUT

Sultry Browns

Emerge yourself in our digital sample experience
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SHADOW EUCALYPTUS

Sultry Browns

Emerge yourself in our digital sample experience
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Burley Oak Stardust Walnut Raven Oak

Luscious Blacks

Shades of black with varying undertones that  
create a bold statement or exude a softer side.
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BURLEY OAK

Luscious Blacks

Emerge yourself in our digital sample experience

Make up corner: Shinnoki Milk Oak
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STARDUST WALNUT

Luscious Blacks

Emerge yourself in our digital sample experience

Floor: Parky Summit Frozen Walnut
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RAVEN OAK

Luscious Blacks

Emerge yourself in our digital sample experience

Slats: Astrata Slats Raven Oak
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Product overview

Real wood, enhanced
The top and bottom layers of Shinnoki are sheets of wood 
veneer, expertly crafted using our mixmatch technique. The 
surface is then brushed, stained and lacquered with a soft-
touch acrylate urethane lacquer. The result is the perfect 
balance between protection, a natural feel, and the timeless 
elegance of wood.

What is mixmatch?
Mastered over decades, this signature technique guarantees a 
uniform surface. Various slicing techniques are applied to select 
cuts of timber from different trees, then jointed together into 
a sheet. Each panel is characteristically unique to solid wood 
without visual inconsistencies or structural compromises.  

Sustainable at every stage
As a leading manufacturer of veneer based products, respect 
for nature and ecologically sound business practices are an 
unconditional basic principle. 

We make extensive use of green energy, including solar and 
wind energy, in order to achieve carbon neutrality during our 
finishing process. Furthermore, we adhere to the strict EU and 
the US guidelines regarding VOCs. The wood veneer and MDF 
panels used only come from responsible forestry and are FSC® 
certified. 

We also optimize the use of wood by processing it as veneer 
while our mixmatch technology ensures maximum yield and 
efficiency. 

Learn more at www.decospan.com/en/about-decospan

Applications
Shinnoki panels are best suited for interior applications and 
easily fit into any commercial, retail, hospitality or residential 
project. Common applications include home or office cabinets, 
kitchen fronts, dressings, fixed furniture, reception desks, hotel 
closets, etc. Shinnoki panels are suitable for horizontal use but 
are not recommended for horizontal use in kitchen, bathroom, 
or similarly humid areas.

Care
Normal maintenance involves no more than removing dust 
with a soft, dry cloth. A slightly damp cloth can also be used, 
but avoid using too much water. If liquids are spilled, it is 
recommended that they are dried immediately. Tough dirt 
can be removed using water and a mild cleaning agent or a 
detergent. Never use a cleaner based on acetone or ethyl butyl 
acetate without consulting Decospan, as these substances 
can leave marks that cannot be removed. Wax and oil based 
products can also cause damage. 

Shinnoki is a range of premium ready-to-use veneered panels, developed to have the allure and 
advantages of solid wood, without any of the disadvantages. Available in 18 colors, the panels are 
brushed, stained and lacquered, requiring no additional finishing. Uniform quality is guaranteed with the 
natural, lively appearance and feel of wood.
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Burley Oak Stardust Walnut Raven Oak

Luscious Blacks

Smoked Walnut Pure Walnut Shadow Eucalyptus

Sultry Browns

Sahara Oak Terra Sapele Cinnamon Triba

Raw Earth

Frozen Walnut Manhattan Oak Desert Oak

Warm Suede

Ivory Oak Ivory Infinite Oak Natural Oak

Pure Naturals

Bondi Oak Milk Oak Pebble Triba

Washed Stone

Shinnoki laminates
REAL WOOD VENEER WITH UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES 

Shinnoki prefinished veneered laminates are made up of stained and lacquered real 
wood veneers, laminated to a paper that is impregnated with a phenolic resin (HPL).  
The result is a firm but still flexible product that can be applied as easily as a HPL 
decorative laminate. They perfectly complement Shinnoki panels, are ideal for 
applications such as interior doors and where rounded elements are required.

Shinnoki edge banding
THE PERFECT EDGE FINISH  

For seamless edge finishing, you can rely on our range of prefinished edge bandings. 
There are both veneer edges and ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) edges available. 
The veneer edge banding guarantees a refined finish using the same veneer and look 
as the Shinnoki panels, including the natural character of the wood. ABS edgebands 
are designed for intensive use applications, and are color and structure matched to the 
panels. 

Finishing pens
THE DEVIL IS IN THE DETAILS 

Correction pens in matching colors are available for small corrections to panels or 
edges. The color pen is matched with the Shinnoki look and the mat varnish pen 
guarantees the same feel as the original panel. 

Shinnoki panels
HIGH QUALITY PANELS, FROM CORE TO SURFACE

Shinnoki prefinished panels are made up of 2 layers of veneer, with an 18 mm - 11/16” 
thick MDF in between. This range of wood veneered panels does not need any further 
finishing. There is almost no limit to the ways it can be used, from homes and offices, to 
bars and restaurants.

Depending on your needs and purposes, Shinnoki panels come in two different 
executions:

EXCLUSIVE
The very best that Shinnoki 
has to offer. Both sides of 
the panel have Shinnoki 
quality veneer, for the most 
harmonious look available. 

PREMIUM 
Shinnoki quality veneer 
on the front side. The back 
has the Shinnoki look and 
feel, while allowing for a 
bit more character in the 
veneer.  

2790 x 1240 x 19 mm 
(4' x 9' x 3/4")

3050 x 1220 x 1 mm 
(4' x 10' x 1/25")

Veneer 24 or 48 mm x 100 m 
(15/16" or 1-7/8" x 328 ft) 

ABS 24 or 48 mm x 50 m 
(15/16" or 1-7/8" x 164 ft)
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Panels
•  SIZE 

2790 x 1240 x 19 mm (4' x 9' x 3/4")

•  COMPOSITION  
Top layer of real wood veneer stained and UV protected with 
six layers of UV-lacquer, applied sequentially by means of a 
rolling technique and intermediate curing; a core of MDF with 
a high density of 700 kg/m³ (±50 kg/m³) and a backing layer 
of veneer. 

•  BONDING  
The HPLT (High Pressure Low Temperature) press procedure 
used by Decospan guarantees the best quality for each panel. 
The process follows the DSI-method, ensuring complete 
saturation of the wood fibers and a significantly tight bond.

•  FINISHING  
Stained with water-based colorants and protected with six 
layers ultra-low emitting acrylate urethane UV-cured varnish 
(99.5% solids), applied sequentially by means of a rolling 
technique and intermediate curing; mat finish (2 ±1), semi-mat 
finish (7 ±3). 

•  PROTECTION  
Panels made with our Exclusive execution have removable 
transparent protective foil on both sides. 
Panels made with our Premium execution have removable 
transparent protective foil on the front side and green 
protective foil on the back side.

•  PACKAGING 
25 panels per pack. 
Gross dimensions per pack:  
2800 x 1250 x 580 mm (49.2” x 110.2” x 22.8”).  
Gross weight per pack: 1200 kg (2646 lbs)

Laminates 
•  SIZE 

3050 x 1220 x 1 mm - (4’ x 10’ x 1/25”) 

•  COMPOSITION  
Top layer of real wood veneer laminated to a paper 
impregnated with a phenolic resin.

•  FINISHING  
Stained with water-based colorants and protected with six 
layers of ultra-low emitting acrylate urethane UV-cured varnish 
(99.5% solids), applied sequentially by means of a rolling 
technique and intermediate curing; mat finish (2 ±1),  
semi-mat finish (7 ±3).  

Edge banding 
Available as prefinished, unglued 0,6mm veneer edge banding 
in a range of colors, as well as 1 mm (1/25") ABS edge banding. 
Both options come in 24 mm (15/16") and 48 mm (1-7/8") height. 
The 0.6 mm (1/42") veneer edge bands are wrapped per roll 
of 100m (328 ft). The color and structure of the ABS-edges are 
aligned with the Shinnoki designs. These are available per roll 
of 50m (164 ft).

STORAGE, HANDLING & PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS 

For the storage, handling & processing of Shinnoki, please refer 
to www.shinnoki.com.

WARRANTY 

Shinnoki is a natural product and is subject to discoloration by 
UV exposure. See www.shinnoki.com for warranty conditions.

Technical details
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PANELS LAMINATES EDGE BANDING

EXCLUSIVE PREMIUM VENEER ABS

MDF 
2790 x 1240 x 19 mm

4’ x 9’ x 3/4”
3050 x 1220 x 1 mm 

4’ x 10’ x 1/25”
24 mm x 100 m
15/16” x 328 ft

48 mm x 100 m
1-7/8” x 328 ft

24 mm x 50 m 
15/16” x 164 ft

48 mm x 50 m 
1-7/8” x 164 ft

Washed Stone

Bondi Oak S4-PA2S-01 S4-PA1S-01 S4-LAM-01 S4-ED24-01 S4-ED48-01 S4-EDA24-01 S4-EDA48-01

Milk Oak S4-PA2S-02 S4-PA1S-02 S4-LAM-02 S4-ED24-02 S4-ED48-02 S4-EDA24-02 S4-EDA48-02

Pebble Triba S4-PA2S-03 S4-PA1S-03 S4-LAM-03 S4-ED24-03 S4-ED48-03 S4-EDA24-03 S4-EDA48-03

Pure Naturals

Ivory Oak S4-PA2S-04 S4-PA1S-04 S4-LAM-04 S4-ED24-04 S4-ED48-04 S4-EDA24-04 S4-EDA48-04

Ivory Infinite Oak S4-PA2S-05 S4-PA1S-05 S4-LAM-05 S4-ED24-05 S4-ED48-05 S4-EDA24-05 S4-EDA48-05

Natural Oak S4-PA2S-06 S4-PA1S-06 S4-LAM-06 S4-ED24-06 S4-ED48-06 S4-EDA24-06 S4-EDA48-06

Warm Suede

Frozen Walnut S4-PA2S-07 S4-PA1S-07 S4-LAM-07 S4-ED24-07 S4-ED48-07 S4-EDA24-07 S4-EDA48-07

Manhattan Oak S4-PA2S-08 S4-PA1S-08 S4-LAM-08 S4-ED24-08 S4-ED48-08 S4-EDA24-08 S4-EDA48-08

Desert Oak S4-PA2S-09 S4-PA1S-09 S4-LAM-09 S4-ED24-09 S4-ED48-09 S4-EDA24-09 S4-EDA48-09

Raw Earth

Sahara Oak S4-PA2S-10 S4-PA1S-10 S4-LAM-10 S4-ED24-10 S4-ED48-10 S4-EDA24-10 S4-EDA48-10

Terra Sapele S4-PA2S-11 S4-PA1S-11 S4-LAM-11 S4-ED24-11 S4-ED48-11 S4-EDA24-11 S4-EDA48-11

Cinnamon Triba S4-PA2S-12 S4-PA1S-12 S4-LAM-12 S4-ED24-12 S4-ED48-12 S4-EDA24-12 S4-EDA48-12

Sultry Browns

Smoked Walnut S4-PA2S-13 S4-PA1S-13 S4-LAM-13 S4-ED24-13 S4-ED48-13 S4-EDA24-13 S4-EDA48-13

Pure Walnut S4-PA2S-14 S4-PA1S-14 S4-LAM-14 S4-ED24-14 S4-ED48-14 S4-EDA24-14 S4-EDA48-14

Shadow Eucalyptus S4-PA2S-15 S4-PA1S-15 S4-LAM-15 S4-ED24-15 S4-ED48-15 S4-EDA24-15 S4-EDA48-15

Luscious Blacks

Burley Oak S4-PA2S-16 S4-PA1S-16 S4-LAM-16 S4-ED24-16 S4-ED48-16 S4-EDA24-16 S4-EDA48-16

Stardust Walnut S4-PA2S-17 S4-PA1S-17 S4-LAM-17 S4-ED24-17 S4-ED48-17 S4-EDA24-17 S4-EDA48-17

Raven Oak S4-PA2S-18 S4-PA1S-18 S4-LAM-18 S4-ED24-18 S4-ED48-18 S4-EDA24-18 S4-EDA48-18

Matrix
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Decospan nv 
Industriezone Grensland 
Lageweg 33 
8930 Menen - Belgium 
+32 56 52 88 00
info@decospan.com

WWW.DECOSPAN.COM

© Decospan 2023 - Nothing from this brochure may be reproduced without 
written prior permission. Please note that the information in this brochure 
may be outdated and a new version may already have been issued. That is 
why we recommend you to always consult our website to download the most 
recent version. The photos of the different wood species, as shown in this 
brochure, are a representation of a unique part of wood and are not binding 
for future deliveries. Decospan is committed to the continuous improvement 
of its products and services, therefore the actual products may differ from 
the products and pictures in this brochure. Decospan disclaims any liability 
pursuant to the variations that may occur between the products and pictures 
in this brochure and the actual products. All content in this brochure is for 
information purposes only and no rights can be obtained therefrom. The 
processor is always expected to do an incoming inspection of the products 
before further processing. Once the processing is started the delivery is 
considered as accepted.
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